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A gift from the Tour de Rance Vintage Ride to celebrate the end of the year ! 

 

Our   « vintage weekend package » is available from 1st December on our website via the 

Ikinoa platform. 

http://td2rv2018.ikinoa.com/ 

 

 

The 4th edition of the Tour de Rance Vintage Ride  (Tour de Rance Randonnée Vintage) 

will take place on 19 and 20 May 2018.  This year’s theme is the 40th anniversary of the 

victory of Bernard Hinault  in the 1978 Tour de France.  For this 4th edition, artist Greg, 

creator of 

« La Légende Dessinée de Bernard Hinault » 

has designed the poster. 

 

 

 

 

 

On 19 May, the town of Calorguen will welcome participants of the Vintage Criterium 

and Gentleman of Champions. 

The Tour de Rance Vintage Ride will depart from Pleuhiden Sur Rance on Sunday 20 

May. 

On Sunday, in Pleudihen, there will be two courses in the morning and a shorter course 

in the afternoon. 

We will give you an update of all the new events taking place in this 2018 edition 

throughout the autumn. 

Click on « Programme » for further information. 

 

Created in 2014, the Tour de France Vintage Ride has become a major cycling event in 

the west of France. 

The aim of this event, the only one of its kind in the region, is to combine cycling, culture 

and local heritage. 

The Rance Valley is steeped in atypical places, monuments and historic sites offering 

participants of this vintage cycling ride the chance to discover outstanding heritage and 

atypical gastronomy. 

 

Publicity caravan, vintage media motorbikes, clothing and bikes from yesteryear… all 

the key ingredients for a  cycling celebration ! 

 

Programme Saturday 19 May 

 

 

Criterium Vintage 

Start time: 2pm 

For this fourth edition, the Tour de Rance Vintage Ride is organising its second « Vintage 

Criterium » ! 



This race is open to everyone and is the perfect occasion for crit lovers to compete.  Four 

categories have been  created, not according to the age of the participants but according 

to the age of the bikes !  The race consists of twenty laps of a course around the town of 

Calorguen.  The ladies can join in too as there is a category especially for them!  A 

fabulous show. 

 

 

 

The Gentleman of Champions  

 

Start time : 4pm 

Experience the atmosphere of professional races and mix with the champions taking 

part ! 

Taking on an air of the Trofeo Baracchi,  this course,  will take you back in time.  Come 

along and support the duos of champions ! 

Four laps of the circuit around the city of Calorguen and the winning team is not the 

fastest team but the team closest to an average of 22 km/h. 

 

 

Champions’ reception party, La Ville Ger in Pleudihen sur Rance 

After the success of the first party, held on the banks of the Rance in a giant marquee 

where a delicious meal was served, the second edition of the Tour de Rance Vintage Ride 

Champions’ Party includes a cabaret show! 

Bookings start mid-January. 

 

 

Sunday 20 May 2018 

 

Vintage Ride 

Fourth edition of the Tour de Rance Vintage Ride. 

An edition which we hope will help you discover, or rediscover, the beautiful 

countryside in the Rance… 

A remodelled edition with 2 pelotons in the morning. 

The first course, the « Grand Braquet », is a 46 kilometre course for the more athletic 

and a 26 kilometre  course called « petit pignon », for a more country, family-friendly 

ride. 

Lunch is served in the traditional Tour de Rance fashion, on the banks of the Rance in 

Ville Ger in Pleudihen sur Rance to the sound of Ann-Laora, who will get you singing and 

dancing ! 

After lunch on the riverbank, the courageous riders can head off early afternoon for an 

easy ride whilst the others can take their children along to the fête and market to keep 

them entertained whilst they await the return of the cyclists. 

The weekend ends with a rustic buffet (by reservation). 

 

 

Terms and conditions of the 

Tour de Rance Vintage Ride 

 

Article 1 : terms and conditions for participants 



Once registered, participants must take part with a vintage bike : 

- dating before 1990, 

- without gears fixed to the handlebars, 

- without a toe clip 

- dressed in vintage clothing (sports or everyday wear). 

 

Article 2 : registration 

Registration regulations for the Tour de Rance Vintage Ride 

The participants’ registration pack includes : 

- access to the courses 

- access to refreshment stops 

- access to Breton meal 

 

Article 3 : collecting your registration pack 

Collect your registration pack at the community hall in Calorguen from 1pm on Saturday 

20 May and from 7.30am on Sunday 21 May, Duclos Pinot room in Dinan (town hall). 

 

Article 4 : image rights 

- By accepting these regulations, participants automatically agree to the Tour de 

Rance Vintage Ride using photos and videos taken of them on 20 and 21 May 

2017.  This authorisation is valid world-wide, for use to promote the Vintage 

Tour de Rance race in all its forms (films, videos, press, websites…).  The use of 

these images will not invade your privacy or damage your reputation in any way. 

- By accepting these regulations, participants legally responsible for minors, agree 

to the Tour de Rance Vintage Ride using photos and videos of them taken on 20 

and 21 May 2017.  The use of these images will not invade the privacy or damage 

the reputation of the children in any way. 

- In accordance with the law dated 06.01.1978, participants have a right to access, 

correct and oppose personal data.  Proof of identify will be required by the Tour 

de Rance Vintage Race organisation. 

- This autorisation is valid for 3 years, as from 21 May 2017. 

 

Article 5 : Safety and mechanical assistance  

- The Tour de Rance Vintage Ride is not a sports competition as defined in the 

French Code of Sport, articles R.331-6 and R.331-13. 

- Each participant must respect the Highway Code and signs specific to the event. 

- It is not compulsory to wear a cycling helmet but it is highly recommended. 

- The participants declare  that they are fit for cycling and will not hold the 

organisers responsible for any accidents or injuries. 

- The participants are responsible for their equipment and will not hold the 

organisers responsible for theft or damage during the event. 

- The participants undertake to respect the fauna and flora and to manage their 

waste. 

- The Tour de Rance Vintage Race is not a sports competition but a cycle ride.  

However, it is important that participants check their insurance policy (and 

exclusions).  If necessary, it is possible to take out an Individual Accident 

Insurance Policy.  This is not compulsory but highly recommended.  This policy 

can be taken out with any insurance company.  It provides you with a lump-sum 



payment in the event of  a physical injury (death or invalidity) when the  insured 

party has an accident during the event. 

- A sweeper car for limited mechanical assistance will operate on both courses. 

 

Article 6 : Refreshments 

Two refreshment points will operate. 

 

Article 7 : Acceptance of the regulations 

The participants of the TOUR DE RANCE VINTAGE RACE confirm that they have read the 

regulations and undertake to respect all of the above articles. 

 

Article 8 : Personal data processing 

The participants are informed that the personal data collected is computer processed 

and is used exclusively for the organisation of the Tour de Rance Vintage Race.  The 

association, « Tour de Rance Randonnée Vintage », responsible for processing the data, 

will not disclose your personal data  provided by you to any third party.  In accordance 

with the law n°2004-801 dated 6 August 2004, you have a right to access and to correct 

any personal information by writing to:  

 

If you have a legitimate reason, you can also oppose the processing of personal data. 

 

 

 


